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• manufacturer has to maintain a PKI.
  - this document provides prescriptive advice on how the private parts are kept, by the manufacturer, in the “factory”
  - intended to reference idevid-considerations document as a “palette” of options
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- manufacturer (or authorized entity) has to maintain private key to sign vouchers
  - this document provides prescriptive advice on how the private parts are kept, by the manufacturer, in the “factory”
  - voucher signer can be single self-signed certificate, up to complex PKI
  - intended to reference idevidev-considerations document as a “palette” of options
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Changes to documents since IETF107

- **masa-considerations**
  - many editorial comments, some new references
  - gutted, most text went into idevid-considerations
  - idevid-considerations presented at secdispatch a few minutes ago
  - change of authors
  - needs to be re-written leveraging idevid-considerations (if document will find a home)

- **registrar-considerations-04**
  - “certificate authority” → “certification authority”
  - change of authors
  - some editorial comments
Would the WG like to consider adoption?

(MASA + Register)

Are these in charter?

Is there interest?

Thank You!

idevid-considerations screencast: